
Orchard Brook Home Association
Meeting was held April 14, 2005 in the club house

Present:  April Marron, Pat Ellis, Dan Gilbert, Dave, Lambert, Nick Papp, Jack Potts, Dave Edwards
Not present: Jeff Matook, Joel Cesario

7:30 Call to order by Dan Gilbert

March minutes were approved without revision.

Agenda was accepted.

Comments from the floor:
Present at the meeting were 3 homeowners, Bert, Kim, Scott.  Bert had submitted a letter to the board 
as pre-read with some issues and recommendations gathered from residents.  The letter had 4 main 
topics,

1) Can money saved from the cleaning of the gas lights be used to upgrade the appearance of the lights.
In particular, can the decorative bases be put on all lights.  2) Can data be provided to a committee to
assess usage numbers and demographics in the pool.  The data could be used to tailor programs and 
activities that reach out to a broader audience and increase usage of the pool.  3) Is there anything the 
board can/should do about the use of Go-Peds (motor bikes and cars) on the neighborhood streets.  4) Is
there or what is the vision for what the board wants to accomplish with the club house renovations.

First, the board would like to acknowledge the thoughtful presentation and participation of these 
members.  It is good to see residents taking an interest in the community and the direction we are 
taking.

Below is a recap of the discussions around each topic:
1) Because of lower rates secured by Nick to have the lights cleaned and maintained, there will be a 
budget surplus of approximately $10,000. The board is in agreement that the bases are attractive and 
should be put on all the light poles.  Nick will present options at the May meeting for how, when and 
how many of the bases will be installed.  Much of the plan depends on the outcome of the special 
assessment vote.  If the vote passes, this can be done this year.  If the vote fails, the $10,000 surplus 
should be reserved for any summer/fall budget shocks.

2) Dave Edwards will investigate if there is any past data from the sign-in logs.  This info will be sent 
to Bert and team to analyze.  Some of the ideas floated were water aerobics classes, designated blocks 
of time for adult swim versus the 15 minutes per hour.  Bert and team will make recommendations at 
future meetings.  The board was supportive of these types of programs and looks forward to the 
recommendations.

3) The use of Go-peds (motor bikes and cars) is covered by Village code. OBHA does not have 
jurisdiction to enforce any rules of the road.  It can, however enforce the prohibited use of these 
vehicles on any common areas.  Residents are asked to call the police if they have any complaints of 
this nature.  Also, Dave L. will have a notice of the use of motorized vehicles on commons posted on 
the web site.

4) Much of the vision for the club house renovation is contingent on the special assessment vote.  As 



we all know, the club house is in dire need of repair and updating.  Pending the successful assessment, 
Pat Ellis will convene a sub-committee to draft a vision of the club house and the plans to get there.  
Without the special assessment, only the basic and most needed repairs will be done.

Discussion on Special assessment Vote:The proposed letter from Perry E. will be used in the mailing.  
The ballot, will be modified to include mail in instructions and address will also be attached.  There 
will be a reminder sheet with the time and date inserted in the package.  The vote will be held May 12th
from 6-7:30.  Dan anticipates the mailing to go out 4/17.

Treasurer's Report:
* We collected $4,000 in 2005 assessments, but still have $13,000 to go. I have asked our accountant to
put together an updated list of all past due assessments. At this point anyone with 2005 past due 
assessments received a letter from the accountant, and anyone with 2004 & Prior past due assessments 
has received a letter from our lawyer. Next step is likely to put together a run out schedule for each 
residence showing how taxes and interest will build up over time. Probably need to have the lawyer 
send that via certified mail.
* In April we are paying $9,000 for winter tree work performed by Undercutters. The Conservation 
Land Stewardship owes us $2,000 for some of the work, so net expense to OBHA is $7,000.

Committee Reports:
Commons-No report

Club house-Bookings remain solid.  The new cleaning service is doing a good job.  Budget is in line.  
No major issues.

Architectural-No new requests

Social-Pool party scheduled for June 18th.  April is looking for new volunteers to get involved. Gas 
lights-See notes above.

Meeting was adjourned at 9:30

Next meeting will be May 12th at 7:30 in the club house-Also this is the night for the vote on the 
special assessment.

Printed subject to approval.


